
To the producers of the Garden Manager (“GMan”) Mobile App Feasibility Study document, 

My name is Adam Brown, a student in the Technical Writer program. I came to edit your document 
through my editing course with Carolyn Côté in the Technical Writer program.  

While there were few spelling errors throughout your document, I did come across a few grammatical 
issues and more often issues regarding clarity of sentences. As I read and edited your document, I tried 
to understand what GMan was all about, so that I could do my edits with less of a personal bias. I didn’t 
want to drastically alter your work – my edits were done to relay the message I had thought you, the 
author/authors, were trying to say but were perhaps unable to word correctly at the time. This is no 
large fault – it happens to the best of us.  

Overall the document was well constructed. I felt I could interpret most paragraphs quite easily, besides 
the paragraph in the middle of page 7, which I rewrote entirely. I felt there were some issues at the 
beginning of the paragraph (Our project is a proof of concept as to the…) that made a rocky start for the 
rest of the paragraph. There were two citations in the text both citing a source, [3], that was not in the 
bibliography (there was only [1]). 

I would focus on keeping the sentence structure strong and clear. For this type of project, the writing 
needs to be straightforward and concise. Not the most fun way to write, but it will be to the benefit of 
your document. It seems evident to me that you know what you are writing about. I would recommend 
going back to your writing, say a day after you’ve written something (a fresh eye never hurts) and do 
some editing – question yourself. 

If you have any comments or questions about any of my edits or anything at all, please feel free to 
contact me at brow1045@algonquinlive.com  
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